Abstract Due to Seoul city population growth, urbanization and industrial structure change, apartment type factory was introduced. The purpose of this study, by analyzing the relationship between land shape of apartment type factory and privately owned public space, draw the elements to increase publicness. Draw land shape and private owned public space layout plan elements with advanced research and analysis through cases. As a result of analysis, land shape of the square and the front-side connected arrangement of the privately owned public space are good for the increase of publicness, rectangular land shape good that front-side connected arrangement and front-back arrangement, to consider in terms of user identification and access via the link should be good.
연구의 내용 및 방법
Contemplated publicness concept and conducted privately owned public space system and assayed current situation. Investigated public awareness of privately owned public space. Analyzing enhancement of publicness of privately owned public space from the perspective of legal system, professionals and user through indicators of identifiability, accessibility, connectivity. Case analysis of current state of affairs of privately owned public spaces inside high rise office buildings and deduction of type of plan for privately owned public space. Researched user satisfaction of publicness through indicator of identifiability, accessibility, convenience, diversity, connectivity, openness, esthetic, maintenance.
Du-Byeong Chae and others (2010) Setting limit of research to buildings of total floor area higher than 5000㎡ in the Mapo and Gongduk station vicinity, conveyed survey of satisfaction rate through indicator of awareness, openness, convenience, esthetic, maintenance, connectivity, etc, deducting details for qualitative standard improvement.
Gi-Soo Kim (2012) Enhancing publicness of high rise buildings and deducting user attitude characteristics, analyzed high user satisfaction yielding indicators through indicators of identifiability, accessibility, convenience, diversity, connectivity, openness, esthetic, maintenance.
[ Table 1 G Rear side is highly accessible, being connected with the residential area but sidewalks and level differences are situated on the front and are difficult to access and distinguish.
H Approachment to wide road filled with obstacles is rather hard but is convenient and well linked through the front part.
[ Table 6 ] Case study analysis contents 
